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Border Crossing

Memories... How I Got
by Alan Sands
Started

by Dorien Berteletti

I see that Alan’s motor adventures started It also had a rumble seat with its own
with an MG TC ...an interesting choice windshield and large headlights...this
was a motorcar! Years later, I did own
that I too had seriously considered.
a TC and Alan
When I was at
bought a Roadster
the tender age
like mine.
of 18 at Oxford

my first car
bought with my
In my last article I had blown
life savings, was
up the engine in my MG TC
a 1948 Triumph
on the BEMC Winter Rally in
Kingston. My older brother came roadster. I had
a
to my rescue and towed us back to considered
Toronto with his Vauxhall Velox! TC but this was
It was in the dark on the end of a England and
rope with no lights. An experience heading in to
I would never want to repeat ! The winter.
blown engine was replaced with a The Triumph had power...2000 cc of it
flathead Ford V8-60 which was a compared to 1300 for the MG. It had
reasonable popular fix at the time. a heater, 3 wiper arms with blades, and
The V8-60 was the choice for
roll up windows + a bench seat so you
speed boat racers and a variety
could fit two girls beside you!
continued on page 3

I was asked to
write about some
interesting border
crossings I’ve had,
so here is one of
them.

There is a rule that
you are supposed
to declare any
currency
over
$10,000 when entering the USA or
Canada.This rule goes back some 30
years or more at a time when I was
unaware of it.
		

The Riley And The Hitch Hiker
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August 1962, cannot remember which
day exactly, but I do remember it was that
time of year when my parents shipped
me off to Delhi for tobacco harvest. I
happened to be part of an agreed upon
work exchange.

continued on page 2

by Ed Taccone

and a black right rear boot lid. The colour
scheme was beyond my reasoning at the
time. He loved his Riley, probably because
it was easy to push when it decided not to
start on its own or when he used to run
out of fuel on a regular basis. I swear I
had the strongest legs in town.

Back then a trip to Delhi would take
most of the day especially with the Riley.
Top speed down hills of 50 miles an
hour was a challenge since it would start
to shake so bad over fifty, and up hills,
you all have heard it before, I think I
What benefit this arrangement was to can, I think I can.
my parents I did not have a clue, and I The good thing was, Mother would
did not find out until years later. Before pack a lunch for us that took up one side
departing I would get a list of do’s and of the rear seat. She would pack a couple
don’ts, and believe me, I stuck to the of loaves of Italian bread, mortadella,
program like glue.
cured sausages, grapes, apples, oranges,
My oldest brother Joe would be pears, and prunes, of which I never
volunteered for the trek with his not so understood why. Anyway, we did our
“Yes I will start, No I won’t start”, multi best not to disappoint Mother. We were
coloured 1956 Riley. (British Green roof, 		
continued on page 4
G.M. white bonnet, Ford blue side doors,
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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The MGB Coune Berlinette Coupe
The MGB is one of the most prolific
classic cars in British motoring history.
Its serious sporting performance and
sensible price point make it one of the
top 10 chosen by car enthusiasts.

March 2016

by Peter T. Pontsa

The roadster was readily accepted and
developed a major market in the USA,
beating the Ford Mustang by two
years. However the company lacked a

MGAs which were raced and improved
through the mid-1950s and early 60s
were the forerunners of the then newly
designed MGB which shared the same
B series engine.
MG flourished as a car manufacturer
so much so, that over half a million Bs
were sold worldwide. The British Motor
Company was created to better run
many independent motor companies.
A majority of them, including MG
were under its direction. The planning
and evolution took appreciable
development resources and in the end,
made MGB affordable and marketable
in the export markets.

coupe or a removable hardtop version
which would also have appealed to
many customers.
Jacque Coune entered the scene to
redesign a new coupe two years before
the MGB-GT was launched. Jacque
started his car workshop in the mid1950s where he serviced expensive
sports cars like Jaguar, Aston Martin
and other exotics.

Border Crossing... continued from page 1

His clients were usually wealthy and
well-heeled. During this time he was
one of a few Abarth dealers outside
of Italy and he also had the Iso
agency. Coune was also responsible
for cofounding the Belgian National
Racing Team which featured Abarths,
Ferraris and F1 cars.
He felt compelled to build an aluminum
light weight body Maserati Formula
One car to race. Jacque had many
years redesigning sports cars under his
customers’ styling preferences through
his company, Carrosserie Coune.
Many of his clients were interested
in the redesign
of the MGB so
Jacques mixed
one part Italian
and two parts
British. I believe it was shaken, not
stirred.
continued on page 5

my case was on the back seat and the The importance of a bit of wood. The
Bristol project is stalled with a number
spare was behind the passenger seat.
He asked me what did I have in the of issues including a broken windshield,
trunk and I said nothing. So he came brake booster problems and wood
out of his booth and asked me to open veneer that won’t stay flat. Amazing
how that has such an impact on things.
The car was a model I wanted, was in the trunk.
excellent condition except there was The guard was standing close enough to Veneer issues means I can’t reassemble
no trunk floor. Maybe it had rusted the back of the car that his trousers were the main instrument cluster and so
with all the gauges out I can’t start
away although the rest of the body was touching the back bumper.
the engine and in turn I can’t test the
perfect, anyway I wasn’t concerned as I
knew that putting in a new floor was an I opened the trunk and he looked down booster. Given the brake lines feed in to
inside and all he saw was the road and the booster, I currently have no brakes.
easy job.
his shoes! My cheeks were hurting as I
That weekend I drove to Vermont to tried not to laugh, but I kept a good In turn not running and no brakes
visit a good friend and to do some poker face and with good grace he told means I can’t take it to the body shop
for painting!
skiing. When I got to the US border me I could leave!
This report (as all mine are) was typed
I got the usual aggravating questions
(unique to Canada and the USA) where The Rolls project is moving along and by me using my pee-see and some of the
fingers of both hands...the classic way.
are you going, why are you going there it’s now painted so on to the interior.
++ and the final one: do you have
I mention this because there are HBCC
$10.000?
members, in fact executive members,
I was in Montreal on business and had
a Thursday afternoon off, so I went to
the Dealers car auction with a friend
who was a Dealer. I ended up with a
Mercedes that I got for a song.

I was floored... 30 years ago that was a
lot of money and even today a sizable
amount.

who speak in to their phones or other
apparatus and the words get typed for
them by magic.

No, I don’t have $10,000 I replied. He
then asked me if I had $10,000 in the
trunk of the car, and I replied I did not.
He looked suspicious maybe because

Being suspicious I would not believe
it, but I was given a demonstration...
clearly the work of the Devil!!...nothing
is sacred anymore, even writing!
Dorien Berteletti
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Memories... How I Got Started... continued from page 1
other market goodies were available such
as finned aluminum Edelbrock heads,
dual intakes with Stromberg
carbs etc. It looked faster than it
was but that was important back
then. It was a revvy little engine
so adapted well to the MG’s
rear end ratio of 5.125 to 1. The
drawback was that there was no
room for a cooling fan hence a 4”
rad core had to be fitted.
By now I was turning 21 and the
Triumph TR2 had burst onto
the scene. I had to have one and
Dad was getting fed up with all
my “transportation” cluttering up
our driveway. My mother had turned
50 and my dad had bought her a Ford.
That along with his Chrysler and my
junk completely filled the garage and our
driveway in North Toronto.

Dad made me a deal. I’d trade in
my MG and get rid of all my other
accumulated prized possessions. For
my 21st birthday he would make
up the difference on a new 54 TR 2
which at the time was $27-2800.00
with overdrive and tonneau cover and
I believe a windscreen demister was
standard. (can you believe it?)
Well the process began. My TC was a
trade-in for I believe $ 1100.00. My 29
rumble seat Whippet was stolen from
my friend’s father’s home where it had
expired (as Rolls Royce would say in
their owner’s manual “if your motor
coach fails to proceed”).
I guess his father didn’t like it in his
driveway either alongside his yellow 47
Buick Convertible. Anyway the Whippet
was another one off the list. I sold my
1925 Model T for I believe $150. As an
aside, that Model T actually competed
in the Hockley Hill Climb and holds the
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record for the slowest time up the hill, The Vincent was and still is the Rolls
Royce of motorcycles with a price tag
since the horse and buggy, I guess.
of $ 1756.00!! (Jay Leno
I believe has 6 of them)
Just before a race weekend
at Edenvale I had an ad in
the paper for the Vincent
and I let it go for $ 455.00.
That weekend I drove my
brand new TR 2 (the sixth
delivered in Toronto) but
not long after I rolled it
over at the intersection of
Hwy. 9 and 50. I guess
that got them thinking of
putting the road straight
through. The Vincent by
I can’t remember what I got for my the way is now worth $ 125-150,000.
BSA 500 hill climber or my Aerial or
Matchless motorcycles but they too were Anyway, Dad freed up some much
gone. In the meantime the TR 2 had needed space and I got myself a fantastic
arrived at the Standard Motor Company 21st birthday present. My brother was
on Evans Avenue. Ice blue with salmon given a somewhat similar option after
interior (Ugh!). I got to drive it home his discharge from the Second World
and it remained in the garage until War and he chose a set of Encyclopedia
everything was gone. A deal is a deal. Britannica and went on to become a
I was allowed to sit in it and start the lawyer.
motor while I tried to look like my hero In that respect we were complete
Fangio.
opposites. I went on to become a petrol
head, car nut, call it what you will, and
have never regretted a moment.
Then there was the time I had borrowed
Dad’s Chrysler to go to a dance at
Branksome Hall (a private girl’s school)
and returned home that evening with
some balloons from the party on the
backseat floor. Dad always smoked a
pipe on his morning drive downtown
and opened the no draft window. It was
an odd sight to behold in those staid
days. Fedora, full three piece suit, tie
of course and the pipe, driving down
Jay Leno’s favorite motorcycle: the classic English
Mt. Pleasant (by the cemetery) with
superbike known as the Vincent Black Shadow
coloured balloons floating around in
the car!
I still had one motorcycle left to sell, my
Vincent. I bought it used in 1952 while To get back at me, I had my TC parked
I was still trying to go to school and get on the street in front of the house. When
educated. My whole life was wrapped I took off in it there was this god awful
up in motorcycles and cars. I would clanking. I thought the gearbox had
turn in an exam with nothing on the finally given up the ghost.
paper except my name and a beautiful I stopped after about 50’ and looked
drawing of a motorcycle. After school I under the car, expecting to see oil and
would work for the railway CP Express bits of the gear box all over the road.
on Front Street to earn money for my Instead neatly tied under the car was the
Vincent. A normal British motorcycle metal lid off our garbage pail !!
back then would cost around $ 800.00.
			
Alan Sands
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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The Riley And The Hitch Hiker continued from page 1

convinced that if we were to go on
a three day trip we would need a
pick up truck to haul the food she
would pack. She always asked the
same question, Did you have enough
to eat? Upon investigating the large
picnic basket you could see the
gleam in her eyes and was pleased we
had “devoured” everything that was
packed.
When it was time to go, Mother
would shed a few tears and would
watch until we were out of sight.
Heck, I would only be gone for two
weeks, three at the most. Looking
back now I quite understand
why, no cell phones, texting,
e-mailing in other words no instant
communication. Just one phone call
from their friends in Delhi and that
would be on a Sunday after church.
Oh Yes, that was a day of rest in
those days.
About an hour into our trip we
passed a fellow hitch hiking, so my
brother decided to pull over to ask
where he was headed. Wouldn’t you
know it, he was from Quebec and
was looking for work in the tobacco
fields.
After making room in the back seat
my brother told him we were headed
for Delhi to drop me off to help
our parents friends, Jerry and Emily,
during tobacco harvest. People from
Quebec and even the Maritimes
coming to Ontario to pick tobacco
was quite common.
After introducing ourselves my
brother asked Rene if he had
prearranged work at a particular farm
where he would be going to? He said
no, I just go from farm to farm until
I get hired on. I’ll tell you what, my
brother said, when we get to Delhi
and drop off my brother I will ask
Jerry the owner if he needs any more
help.
Rene was quite surprised, I can’t
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believe this is happening and
you could tell by his voice how
appreciative he was. After a few more
miles and about an hour outside of
Delhi my brother saw a spot ahead to
pull off so we could have some lunch.
After unpacking some food we
noticed Rene had a carry bag but no
food. We offered to share our lunch
with him, which he downed like
he hadn’t eaten for some time. He
explained he ran out of money when
he bought the last bus ticket which
took him as far as Hamilton and why
he started to hitch hike just before
we picked him up. And than he said,
my “prayer was answered” and can’t
thank you enough.
Soon after finishing off the food
my mother had packed we resumed
our trip. I have to say I was really
surprised that my brother had no
problem starting the psychedelic
Riley. I also found it rather strange
Rene never mentioned the multi
coloured Riley. I’m sure he was being
very modest and did not want to
upset my brother.
It wasn’t long after and we could
see Jerry and Emily’s farm house
and suddenly, I felt a little uneasy
knowing I was going to be left
behind. That would all disappear
shortly after I had a chance to settle
in. Jerry, Emily and their three
sons Anthony, Jerry Jr., Dino, and
daughter Roxanne were there to
greet us. Jerry looked a little puzzled
and asked , we thought there was
two coming, but I see three?
My brother explained what had
transpired and how Rene was
looking for work during tobacco
harvest and wondered if he could
use more help. Wouldn’t you know
it, his answer was “yes” I need a Kiln
Hanger. A Kiln Hanger’s job was to
hang the tobacco once it was tied
on the wooden hanging sticks and
believe me it used to get very hot in

the Kiln during the heat of the day in
August.
Rene was visibly overjoyed when he
heard he was hired on. According to
Jerry, Rene turned out to be one of
the best worker he had the pleasure
to have work for him. The irony of
this story is my brother Joe and Rene
became long time friends and still are
in contact to this day. The only thing
missing is the Riley, it could not
make that last hill, and sadly it was
put to rest.
That particular day in my life
taught me that without a doubt,
a little kindness goes a very long
way, especially when the reward is
acquiring a friend for life.
And, the reason why my parents sent
me off to help their friends in Delhi?
Jerry gave my Father work when he
needed it most after moving from
New Brunswick to Ontario. My
Dad never forgot his friend Jerry’s
kindness, as they also became friends
for life.
Believe it or not my Father had the
Riley when he first met his friend
Jerry and later passed it on to my
brother. Funny thing though was, I
never had to push it when my Father
was driving it.
“KIDS”, I need not say more.
Ed Taccone
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The MGB Coune Berlinette...cont’d from page 2

The result, due to his extensive work with the MGB
created the Berlinette Coupe. The look may have been
influenced by the Ferrari 275 GTB. The coupe’s design
included covered headlamps, a pronounced tail, a
fastback with a wide rear windshield, followed by two
round tail lamps.
His conception was well received by his clients with
over 56 being produced over a three year period. The
MGB concept was presented at the 1964 Brussels
Motor Show where it was admired by both the public
and media. Among the enthusiasts who attended
were their Royal Highnesses Princess Paola and Prince
Albert.
Although the composition had an Italian flavour, the
rear architecture was made of fiberglass construction
while the front and drivetrain were strictly MGB.
The series B engine was a pushrod overhead valve
configuration, naturally aspirated with twin SU
carburetors, providing an adequate 95 BHP at
5400 RPMs. The body was manocoque steel with
an aluminum bonnet. The suspension consisted of
wishbones with coil springs, anti-rollers, lever arm
dampers, a live rear axle and the rack and pinion
steering rounded out the performance features. Also
included was an Albarth sports exhaust system. The
front brakes were
Locheed disc, and
the rear drums
provided enough
stopping power to
avoid hitting any
Triumphs that dared
get in the way.
Jacque was interested in selling the concept to BMC.
He met with Sir Alec Issigonis, then technical director.
Sir Alec went on to buy a MGB Berlinette Coupe with
the thought of mass producing it, however at the same
time, Pininfarina was designing another coupe version
known today as the MGB-GT.
The official answer to Coune was that the Berlinette
Couple “looked too Italian.” Directors at BMC
accepted the Pininfarina conception because it
conveyed a similar resemblance to the roadster. Also
the MGB-GT may have been more economical to
produce en masse, since the Coune Berlinette was
hand built by craftsman from Turin and may not have
been as commercially viable.
Most of the Coune Coupes have been lost to the
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UPCOMING EVENTS

If you are thinking of organizing an event for our
2016 Driving Season, please contact
Sandra Mason, our Events Coordinator.
Wednesday, March 2nd, 2016, 7:30 p.m.
General Meeting
The Royal Canadian Legion
7 John St, Orangeville, ON, L9W 2N8
Guest Speaker: Richard Pickering
Wednesday, April 6th, 2016, 7:30 p.m.
General Meeting
The Royal Canadian Legion
7 John St, Orangeville, ON, L9W 2N8
Guest Speaker: Stacey Tarrant, Manager of Development &
Community Relations for Family Transition Place.
Wednesday, May 4th, 2016, 7:30 p.m.
General Meeting
The Royal Canadian Legion
7 John St, Orangeville, ON, L9W 2N8
Guest Speaker: TBA

For Our Amazing 2016 Events visit:

http://www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org/index.php/events/

ravages of time, but at least 12 or 14 still exist depending
on the source you use.
As a final note I bought a 1973 MGB-GT demonstrator
that was a pleasure to drive. It was Orange Blaze and you
could see me coming from a distance. After my daughter
grew bigger and couldn’t sit in the back bench, I traded
it in for a station wagon with the fake wood paneling.
You know the family packing Sherman tank, that was
a fuel hungry behemoth which intimidated Pintos and
Pacers, right off the 400 Highway, while on our way to the
cottage.
					Peter T. Pontsa
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The Sponsors’ Corner

Visit Soon The Toad Soon!
Vehcile Storage Begins
October 1st to May 1st, 2016,
The Past Glories Of Toad Hollow!

It's a perpetual garage sale!

Vintage Toys, Games & Collectibles
Antique Furniture
Victorian Architectural Pieces
By Chance or Appointment Only!

Call David Maguire at 519-216-0138
* located at the rear of 55 Townline, Orangeville

David Maguire, Sales Representative
Serving Your Real Estate Needs in
Dufferin County Since 1984

Neil Mathieson, CPA, FICB
168 Broadway, Orangeville,
Ontario L9W 1K3
519-942-2880
3045 Southcreek Road, #27
Mississauga, ON L4X 2X6
905-206-0004

Business: 519.941.5151 or 905.450.3355
E-mail: dmaguire@royallepage.ca
visit me at www.dmaguire.ca
Toll Free: 1.800.268.2455 * Cell: 519.216.0138

Making Life Less Taxing

Neil Mathieson, Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA)
Fellow of the Institute of Canadian Bankers (FICB)

RCR Realty, Brokerage

Independently Owned & Operated

$100.00 per annum for 1/4 page ad
specs required are 4.0” x 4.5”
$50.00 per annum for business card size
specs required are 3.5” x 2”
Sponsor to provide high resolution artwork in jpg, tiff, indd or pdf format. * a minimum of 10 issues per year will be published.
To arrange to have your advertisement placed here, please contact Jean-Louis Valade at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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